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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi Everyone, I am Randy Ettori and I am a SCADA/EMS Engineer at VELCO.I am going to give an introduction to VELCO’s Operator Training Simulator or OTS
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VELCO’s OTS

• Project Timeline
• Comparison with Real System
• Calculations Developed
• Completed Training
• Safeguards 
• OTS Maintenance Practices
• Future Uses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So for an outline of this powerpoint, I am going to start withThe project timeline for the OTSNext, will be a a comparison of the of the OTS and the real systemI will then talk about some of the features that the VELCO EMS team has developed to mimic the real system as close as possible.Followed by a summary of the trainings that have been given so far with the OTS.Next, I will go over how we ensure that no inadvertent production controls can happen during training sessions (In response to issues that have been reported by other utilities)Afterwards, I’ll talk about how we maintain the OTS system over time.And, I will end with our planned future uses
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OTS Project Timeline

• 11/20/2018 – Kickoff Meeting
• 4/1/2019 – SCADA Vendor Onsite
• 7/1/2019 – VELCO EMS Finishes Software Testing
• 10/22/2019 – First Delivery of OTS Driven Training
• 11/13/2019 – GridEx V

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an outline of the OTS project timeline.The project officially started at the end of 2018.The SCADA vendor then had until April of 2019 to get the software prepared for our server.This triggered three months of software testing in our EMS department. The OTS server requires the majority of the software that runs on our production system, in addition to the new features that allow us to create simulations. So we had several applications to review.In July, we started to transition from testing to development. This is where our trainer, in coordination with EMS, began developing all of the events that would take place during the planned training offerings. This is also where we began developing calculations and scripts to enhance the software for VELCO’s system. (I will go through a couple examples of these shortly)In October, our trainer delivered the first training that required the OTS. This served as the initial proof of concept and also gave the operators their first look at the OTS.The GridEX scenario in November offered us an opportunity to use a large portion of the OTS’ capabilities.
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Relating the OTS to the Real-Time System

• Model VS Real 
System

• Operator Actions and 
Feedback

• Specialized 
Equipment/Alarms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We developed this flowchart when we were introducing the system to our trainer. It gets a little more in the weeds than I will go now, but it does show some important concepts.The most important thing to know is that the OTS uses the output of a system model to simulate the real system. Events on the real system would be seen through RTU data being sent from the field or from another control center through ICCP. That data updates SCADA and is seen by the Operators as alarms.Events on the OTS, which are generated by the Trainer, alter the system model. The model estimates the effects on the system and reports that change back through SCADA.On the real system, a control sent by the operator goes out through SCADA to the device in the field. The feedback is then reported back through the RTU after the change occurs.On the OTS, a control doesn’t go out to a device in the field. The control changes the system model, which then returns the estimated effects back through SCADA to the Operator.Because of these differences, an accurate model is needed to make trainings worthwhile.Another difference worth noting is that specialized equipment or SCADA points that can’t be modeled need additional calculations or scripts.
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OTS Custom Calculations/Scripts Examples

• Battery Voltage Decay
– Station batteries aren’t modeled
– Trainer override

• VELCO STATCOM
– Complex behavior
– Requires different alarming based on configuration
– Prioritized capacitor switching
– Capacitor discharge timers
– Capacitor Bank “hunting” alarms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One example of a script we developed for enhancing the OTS is for station batteries.The batteries aren’t modeled, so the OTS doesn’t come with a way to alter their voltages. Our script watches for outages that cause the loss of station service. It then starts lowering the battery voltage over time in the OTS’s SCADA and generates alarms as limits are reached.The script also allows for the trainer to override the decay if a simulated generator were to arrive to return the batteries to nominal voltage. Another example of a calculation was for the STATCOMWe have the STATCOM in our model, however there are behaviors that can’t be reported by the model.The calculation pulls settings in from the OTS’s SCADA for determining specific settings for alarms.It also allows for automatic capacitor bank switching based on the bank’s last usage.The capacitor banks also have discharge timers that are replicated in the script.Finally, the calculation also monitors for rapid capacitor switching for determining if a “hunting” alarm should be generated.
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Completed OTS Training

• Cycle Three OTS training 
scenario

• GridEx V

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I said in the timeline, we have completed two sets of trainings so far on the OTS. This past year’s cycle three training and GridEx were both on the OTS.
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Cycle Three Training

Preliminary OTS training scenario:
1. Switching and Tagging for a planned outage. 
2. Routine system monitoring with changing load levels
3. Unplanned outage of transmission line
4. Take action to mitigate overloads/violations
5. Debrief

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first training began with switching and tagging for a planned outage. The operators used actual switching plans and simulated phone calls with the trainer.He then waited a period of time and applied the changes as they would expect.The trainer then had them monitor the system load levels, which were changing based on a previously created curve.The trainer then caused an unplanned outage of a transmission line.And, the operators began assessing the system to look for overloads or violations.At which point they completed actions to mitigate the issues, whether it was dispatching generation or simulating load shedding.This training was a good introduction to the OTS because it didn’t overload the operators too much.This gave a good opportunity for a productive debrief on the training materials and the OTS system.For instance, one enhancement request was to simulate healthy ICCP connections with other companies. We are going to have that working for the next training.Another discussion was on the workstation setups in the training room. (basically the number of monitors)Overall, we had good feedback from all of the operators.	
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GridEx V (November 2019)

• About GridEx
– Biennial NERC Grid Security Exercise
– Exercise Incident Response Plans

• Cyber threats
• Physical threats

– Local and Regional Response
– GridEx IV had 6,500 Participants, 450 organizations
– First GridEx took place in 2011
– Goal: Lessons Learned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next OTS training that was offered was the GridEX scenario.For a brief synopsis, the GridEX is a disaster response training.It can pull in events from Cyber threats and Physical threats.The GridEx incidents are designed to have participants from all levels of the participating companies.GridEx 4, which held in November 2017, had over 6,500 Participants and 450 organizations.The first GridEx took place in 2011.
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VELCO and GridEx IV (2017)

• GridEx IV
• Relied on Development SCADA/EMS System
• Issues:

– No “live” SCADA data
– No true controls
– Great Deal of EMS Support/Intervention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VELCO’s first GridEX was in 2017.Since we didn’t have the OTS, we relied on a study copy of the model for the simulation.This worked, but there were some complications that were added because of the study case.Values wouldn’t update unless the operator changed something in their case.People would call in to tell the operators that lines were taken out. They would then have to go to manipulate the case before determining their actions.Also, cases couldn’t be shared between different users, so that could have caused differences.	
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VELCO and GridEx V

• OTS was utilized
• Advantages:

– SCADA values update from solved 
model data

– Operator controls are consistent with 
production

– GridEx Scenarios
• Much easier to configure
• Executed on timers or manually triggered

– GridEx scenarios can be easily tested

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year, GridEx V was executed using the OTS.This allowed the operators to see the events real time in their normal environment with applicable alarms.They could also send controls through displays that are similar to production.Our trainer added all of the events to a scenario ahead of time with timers that could be bulk added to the system.Having the OTS also allowed our trainer to be able to easily queue up the events ahead of time to verify their effects on the system.Again, we had very positive responses from the trainees from this exercise.
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Safeguards Against Inadvertent Controls

• Watermark
• Production Extra Sign-on
• Control Box Color
• Trainer Procedure
• Training Room Permissions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Due to issues that have occurred at other companies, we put a good amount of time into making sure that we were safe from accidental operations from training exercises.The most obvious safeguard is a watermark that is applied on all OTS displays that says “Simulator”. This ensures that the operators know that they are on the OTS.On the day of the exercise, the operators’ accounts are altered to require them to uncheck a box and complete an additional password entry if they want to go on the production system. This will prevent accidental logins to the production domain.The displayed boxes for controls are colored to show which system the user is signed into. The production system uses a red color, while the OTS uses a purple color.The trainer will also review who is logged in to the OTS at the start of each training.Finally, the workstations in the training room have had their permissions adjusted so that they can’t send controls. Since all training is done from those workstations, that would provide an extra layer of protection against inadvertent controls.With the implementation of all of these safeguards, we feel adequately protected against the issue. 
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VELCO OTS Maintenance Practices

Databases

• Sync from Production
• Run scripts to make

data applicable for OTS

Displays

• Transferred as they are updated*
• OTS Specific displays

– Custom built for the Operations Trainer

• *Freeze Periods
– No changes made to OTS
– Scenario/Simulation Construction
– During training cycles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another important aspect of the OTS is the regular maintenance that is required to keep it operational.If the databases or displays are too far behind, the trainings will be behind the times and ineffective.For Database maintenance we have several processes to keep things up to date.We have developed a process that moves a snapshot of the data from the real system to the OTS.There are then scripts that are run to manipulate the data to be ready for OTS trainings.Displays are updated on the OTS to keep pace with the Database edits.We will also maintain OTS specific displays for the operations trainer directly on the OTS. These will not exist outside of the OTS.One key feature to our maintenance practice is the implementation of “freeze periods” where no changes are made to the OTS.While the operations trainer is building training scenarios, we will not make any database or display updates.The system is frozen to ensure that all training offerings are consistent.
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Future Use Cases

• New System Operator Qualification Training
• Black Start/System Restoration Training (February 2020)
• EMS Personnel Training and Qualification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a few future use cases that we are also working on.We are planning on using the OTS for system operator qualification training, black start training, and EMS personnel training.	
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Pre-OTS System Operator Qualification Training

• Previous Training Methods:
– Mentor delivers the OJT to the Trainee
– Trainee Confirms Understanding of the OJT
– Trainee discusses with Evaluator and describes actions to be taken
– Evaluator verifies proper steps using the Task Qualification Sign-off 

(TQS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VELCO’s current practice for training and qualifying new system operators involves an existing VELCO system operator delivering a formal On the Job Training checklist to the new trainee. Once the trainee has received and understands the OJT, they with then prove their understanding of their knowledge to the operations trainer, via a Task Qualification Sign off sheet. The evaluator will sit down with the trainee and the trainee will talk the evaluator through their understanding. The evaluator will then determine whether or not the trainee has adequate knowledge and understanding of the material.For example, when training on switching and tagging, the trainee receives training from a VELCO system Operator. Once the trainee has been through the OJT, they must explain to the trainer (Evaluator) what they WOULD do in that situation. There previously wasn’t a way for the trainee to show exactly what they would do on the system without touching the real system.
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OTS System Operator Qualification Training

• OJT will be delivered
• TQS will be completed on OTS

– Consistent
– Clear whether or not the actions met the criteria
– Easy to document results

• Advantages:
– Issue controls and observe effects
– Run study cases on outages
– Switching and Tagging Training
– OTS changes do not alter real system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As in the previous training practice, the formal on the job training will be delivered by an Operator.For the Task Qualification Sign Offs we will move towards using the OTS.Scenarios will be created for the various training tasks.Rather than sitting down and explaining the proper actions to take, the trainee will demonstrate their understanding by completing the scenario on the OTS.We will also likely use visual screenshots before an after as verification that the requirements were met.For the switching and tagging training, the operators can run studies on line outages before they complete the switching. Controls can be issued through an environment that mimics the production system. State estimator and contingency analysis will function as they do in real time for the duration of the switching. Unexpected conditions can be injected at any time (breaker trips, control failures) by the trainer.
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Black Start/System Restoration Training

• Currently Using BRICK simulator 
with ISO-NE and other LCCs

• This year OTS and BRICK
• OTS requires subtransmission

actions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently, we are using the Bulk Reliability in a Compact Kit (BRICK) simulator with ISO-NE and the other LCCs. This will most likely continue because ISO-NE has cross-border obligations that require them to loop in Restoration Plan resources into the training and exercises.This year we will also be using the OTS for restoration training. This will allow the operator to go through the whole process using displays that would be used in a real scenario.Unlike the BRICK, the OTS also has the subtransmission modeled. This will give us a better representation of how Vermont will act in this situation.However, it also requires the trainer to take actions to represent what the subtransmission would do during an event like this.
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EMS Personnel Training

• Previously:
– Custom save-cases
– Real-time

• Issues:
– The model is continually 

changing
– Real-time issues are inconsistent

• OTS:
– We can create base cases for 

tuning scenarios
– No risk of inadvertent changes
– Follow real-time tuning 

procedures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Previously EMS training relied on custom made study copies of the model to test the new EMS employee. They would hold unexepected contingencies or solution statuses for the EMS engineer to troubleshoot.The issues we experience with this is as time goes is that the model is continually changing. This limits how long a saved case is relevant.We also use real-time model issues as training, but they are generally sporadic and time sensitive.On the OTS we can create training scenarios that can be applied to any version of the model. The new EMS trainee can use study mode to test their tuning, simulate calling the operator, and then tune the “real-time” OTS model. This would formally teach our procedures for real-time model tuning.
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